We consider the following problem in haptics: information update from the virtual world is slow w.r.t. the local servo-loop rate of the haptic device, and the information transmission/update between the haptic device and the virtual world is of variable rate and/or asynchronous. For this, we propose a novel control framework, that, by relying on our recently proposed passive set-position modulation (PSPM) and discrete-time passive non-iterative integrators, enables us to enforce two-port hybrid (i.e. continuous-discrete) passivity for such slow and variable/asynchronous haptics as well as to separate the virtual world simulation design from the device's servo-loop tuning. Relevant experimental results are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem in haptics, where the information update from the virtual world is slow w.r.t. the low-level servo-rate of the haptic device, and the information transmission/update between the haptic device and the virtual world is possibly of variable rate and/or asynchronous. This may happen, when the complexity of the virtual environment simulation is high and time-varying (e.g. large-scale deformable objects with multi-point collision with varying contact zone [1] ) and/or communication between the virtual environment and the haptic device is imperfect (e.g. haptic interaction with a complicated molecular simulation running on a remote super-computer connected via the Internet).
Here, the key problem is that such a slow/variable/asynchronous update may compromise passivity of the closed-loop haptic system, thereby, potentially resulting in unstable system behavior, which will not only shatter any intended virtual realism, but also possibly pose safety concerns to the engaged human users. To address this problem, in this paper, we will extend (to multi-DOF nonlinear haptic devices) and utilize our recently proposed passive set-position modulation framework (or PSPM, in short) [2] , which, then, similar to the virtual coupling technique [3] , enables us to connect the (continuous-time, or continuous in short) haptic device's position x(t) to a sequence of (possibly delayed/sparse/time-swapped) desired set-position information y(k) received from the virtual environment (e.g. position of the virtual mass or proxy) via a springdamper like connection, while enforcing passivity. The key mechanism of the PSPM for this is to modulate y(k) toȳ(k), whereȳ(k) is set to be as close to y(k) as possible (i.e. aiming for performance), yet, only to the extent permissible by the available energy in the system (i.e. passivity enforced).
In this way, we will then achieve one-port (continuous-time) passivity for the haptic device. Yet, the closed-loop haptic system is a two-port system (one-port between the haptic device and the human user, and the other between the virtual mass and its surrounding virtual environment), thus, it is desirable, if not necessary, to enforce its two-port passivity. For this, in this paper, we will utilize our recently proposed non-iterative (thus, can be simulated fast) discretetime (or, discrete in short) passive integrator [4] to simulate the virtual world, whose discrete-passivity property, then, allows us to extend the PSPM to the discrete virtual world, so that we can again employ (discrete) spring-damper like connection between the virtual mass's position x k and the sequence of the set-position signal y k received from the haptic device (i.e. sampled device's position), while enforcing passivity. Now, with the PSPM implemented both in the continuous and the discrete worlds, and the haptic device and the virtual mass individually continuous/discrete-time passive, we will then have two-port hybrid (i.e. continuous-discrete) passivity for the closed-loop haptic system, i.e. the device-port is continuous-time passive, while the virtual-port is discrete-time passive, individually. Then, from the well-known passivity theorem, the stable interaction of the closedloop haptic system with any passive (continuous) human users and (discrete) virtual environments (e.g. passive virtual wall of [4] ) can be guaranteed. Here, the only premise the PSPM requires for the incoming data sequence (e.g. y(k), y k ) is that it is discrete switching sequence. This implies the two-port hybrid passivity of the closedloop haptic systems will be guaranteed regardless of variable-rate update, packet-loss, varying-delay, time-swapping, and even asynchronous update between the haptic device and the virtual world.
On the other hand, since this two-port hybrid passivity can be enforced individually without binding to the other side's parameters, the design of the virtual world and the haptic device servo-loop tuning can be done separately from each other (e.g. virtual mass in Sec. 4 is not subject to minimum-mass like condition [5] ). This separation was first envisioned in [3] , yet, could not have been materialized so far due to the lack of discrete-time passive haptically-fast integrators. In this paper, by using our recently-proposed PSPM and the passive non-iterative integrator, this will be achieved for slow/variable/asynchronous haptics.
Virtual coupling [3] has been most widely utilized for connecting the continuous haptic device and the discrete virtual world. Yet, it is not clear whether the theory backing up this (e.g. [6] ) is extendable here, particularly, to the case of variable/asynchronousrate haptics. Other well-known and related approach is the timedomain passivity approach (or PO/PC) [7, 8, 9] , which however may not be applicable for slow-rate haptics, since the PC/PO has been proved only to enforce stability, not passivity, when continuous dynamics is not negligible [9] . Another related approach is the energy bounding algorithm (EBA) [10] , which modulates control force rather than the set-position signal as done here. Yet, it is not clear how this EBA (i.e. its derivation in [10] ) can be extended to variable/asynchronous-rate haptics. Perhaps, the most sharp contrast between our framework here and other related works is that our framework aims to exploit the hybrid nature of the problem (i.e. continuous x(t) and discrete y(k)), yet, most of other works (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13] ) usually neglects it or considers it as something necessarily detrimental.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The PSPM for the continuous haptic device will be derived in Sec. 2. The discretetime passive non-iterative integrator will be introduced, the PSPM will be extended for it, and the hybrid two-port passivity of the closed-loop haptic system will be shown in Sec. 3. Some experiment results will be shown in Sec. 4. Concluding remarks and some comments on future research will be given in Sec. 5. Norm notation: Throughout the paper, to avoid clutter, we will denote the norm induced by a positive-definite and symmetric M ∈ n×n by ||x||M := √ x T Mx, where x ∈ n . For the Euclidean norm, we use ||x|| :
PSPM FOR CONTINUOUS HAPTIC DEVICE
Let us consider a n-degree-of-freedom (DOF) nonlinear (continuous) haptic device:
where x ∈ n is the device position (or configuration), M (x) ∈ n×n is the symmetric and positive-definite inertia matrix, C(x,ẋ) is the Coriolis matrix, τ (t) ∈ n is the control torque, and f (t) ∈ n is the human interaction force. Here, the gravitational force is assumed to have been canceled out by a certain local control. Now, suppose that we have a virtual mass (or proxy) in a virtual world, and want to enforce position correspondence between the haptic device and the virtual mass. Then, the haptic device (with its position denoted by x(t) ∈ n ) will receive a sequence of (discrete) position signal of the virtual mass y(k) ∈ n , received at time t k , k = 1, 2, .... See Fig. 1 . Then, similar to the virtual coupling [3] , we connect this y(k) to the haptic device x(t) via the following simple PD-control: for t ∈ I k =: [t k , t k+1 ),
where y(k) is fixed during the time-interval I k , and B, K ∈ n×n are the damping and spring matrices, each being symmetric and positive definite. 1 Here, we assume that the local control servo-rate for the haptic device (1) is sufficiently fast w.r.t. the update rate of y(k). Then, we can consider this y(k) as a sequence of discrete-time signal (i.e. y(k) in (2) as a constant during I k ), while the haptic device (e.g. x(t)) and the local control (2) as continuous-time systems. We also exclude the case thatẋ(t) and x(t) are not continuous, which would be very unlikely to happen in practice (e.g. hard impact yet still with local plastic deformation). We also confine ourselves to a diagonal B, which, in many practical cases, is often used/usable. We also limit our discussion here for the impedance-type haptic device.
For interaction stability between the haptic device and human users, it is often desired to enforce (closed-loop energetic) passivity of the haptic device s.t.:
where d ∈ is a bounded scalar. As shown in [2] , although the (open-loop) haptic device (1), and the spring/damper of the control (2) are intrinsically passive, this form of coupling control (2) in general does not enforce the closed-loop passivity (3) due to the spring potential energy jumping at the switching instance t k . More precisely, using the skew-symmetricity ofṀ (x) − 2C(x,ẋ) of (1), we can show that: for any
where κ(t) := 1 2 
||ẋ(t)||

||x(t) − y(k)||
2 K are respectively the kinetic energy and spring potential energy. Then, by concatenating this over the time-
and ΔP (k) is the spring energy jump at t k s.t.
where ϕ(t) := 1 2
2 K is the spring potential energy with ϕ(t
K . Therefore, if we have a certain sequence of y(k), that creates, at each switching instance, positive net-energy jumping (i.e. ΔP (k) > 0), and if the accumulation of this energy jumping is not completely absorbed by the damping dissipation via B (i.e. (5)), the haptic device will keep gaining energy, thereby, its (closed-loop) energetic passivity will break down (i.e. RHS of (3) will unbounded).
To combat with this possibly passivity-breaking spring energy jump of the (closed-loop) haptic device, in this paper, we utilize our recently proposed passive set-position modulation (PSPM) [2] . More specifically, at each interrupt time t k , we solve the PSPM algorithm given in Algo. 1, for which we provide a brief explanation in the following. For more details of the PSPM for the scalar one-DOF robot case, see [2] .
1. Interrupt t k may be invoked either by the reception of new data (y, ΔEy) or by a certain internal clocking at the haptic device (e.g. if t − t k ≥ ΔT ). For the latter case, we use the previous set-position signal and zero energy-shuffling term (see item 5 below) as new data (i.e. for the line 2, (y, ΔE y ) ⇐ (y(k), 0));
if E(k) >Ē then 8 :
E(k) ⇐Ē 10:
end if 13: send (x(t k ), ΔEx(k)) 14: end if
E(k)
is the virtual energy reservoir 1) to avoid the "take-off" problem with zero initial energy (i.e. E(0) > 0 to generate non-zero initial control action); and 2) to improve energy efficiency (i.e. more energy to pushȳ(k) closer to y(k)) by storing the energy shuffling term ΔEy(k) (see item 5) and the energy re-harvesting term Dmin(k − 1) (see item 3);
3. Note that the energy dissipation through B in (2) is not through the real human interaction, but completely an artifact of the (internal) control (2) . The term Dmin(k − 1) in (9) re-harvests portion of this (otherwise-wasted) dissipation during I k−1 as defined by
where D(k) is the damping dissipation with bii ≥ 0 being its i-th diagonal element, and x max i (k) and x min i (k) are the maximum and the minimum of xi(t) ∈ during I k (measured by, e.g. encoder); 4. ΔP (k) is the spring energy jump at t k when the modulation y(k) is used i.e.
5. Lines 7-12 implement energy ceiling/shuffling to prevent excessive energy accumulation in the system (i.e. by trimming
, and also send this excess (i.e. ΔEx) to the virtual world. This will improve safety as well as energy efficiency. This mechanism also enables us to emulate the energy-transfer aspect of the haptic interaction from the haptic device to the virtual world.
The PSPM algorithm modulates the raw set-position signal y(k) to its modulated versionȳ(k) in such a way thatȳ(k) is as close to y(k) as possible (i.e. aiming for performance -(8)) yet only to the extent permissible by the available energy in the system (i.e. passivity enforced - (9)). Note that the optimization problem (8)- (9) is always feasible with a trivial solution given byȳ(k) =ȳ(k − 1), implying ΔP (k) = 0. See Fig. 2 for the energetics of this PSPM, where the energy flow between the PSPM and E(k) contains the energy ceiling/shuffling effects as well.
Here, the mechanisms that adversely affect the energy efficiency (thus, poorer performance) are 1) transmission loss of the energy shuffling terms ΔEy(k), ΔEx(k) or 2) the energy leak during the energy re-harvesting (i.e. eD(k) := D(k) − Dmin(k) ≥ 0). Transmission loss (or packet-loss) may be prevented/reduced by using some communication protocols (e.g. TCP/IP-like duplicated sending until the acknowledgement reception) with re-sending of ΔEy separately from y. On the other hand, the energy leak during the energy re-harvesting is because we use Dmin(k) instead of D(k) in (10), where Dmin(k) is a function of only positions (usually accessible -e.g. encoder), thus, can be obtained without inaccurate/noisy numerical differentiation/integration necessary for directly computing D(k). Yet, this energy leak may still be made practically negligible simply by densifying the data stream y(k) (e.g. simply by duplicating previous data, or by using smoothing filters), since e D (k) turns out to be quadratic w.r.t. the update-rate of y(k) [2, Lem.1] .
Under the coupling control (2) and the PSPM (Algo. 1), following [2] , we can show that the haptic device is closed-loop passive (3), if the total incoming energy-shuffling is bounded (i.e. for all n ≥ 0, n k=1 ΔEy(k) is bounded). Moreover, if it is connected with the discrete-passive virtual environment via the PSPM, we can show that the closed-loop haptic system is two-port hybrid passive with the incoming energy-shuffling for each side being automatically bounded. This is exactly what the next Sec. 3 is for.
PSPM FOR DISCRETE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Let us consider a virtual mass (or proxy), which represents the presence of the haptic device in the virtual environment. This virtual mass is, then, defined by a discrete integrator map L s.t.
where x k , v k ∈ n are the position/velocity of this virtual mass, and τ k , f k ∈ n are the control and the interaction force of this virtual mass in the virtual environment (e.g. f k from contact with a virtual wall). Let us denote the update time-step from the k-th timeindex to k + 1-th time index by T k -see Fig. 3 . Also, denote by y k the desired set-position for the virtual mass available at the onset of each T k , which may be a newly-received sampled haptic device position, or just the repetition of the previous data (i.e. y k = y k−1 ) if no such new signals have arrived. Here, again, the sequence of y k may undergo communication/update imperfectness such as nonuniform update rate, delay, loss, or even time-swapping. Now, we assume that, similar to the continuous haptic device (1), the virtual mass discrete integrator L possesses the following properties, which will allow us to apply the PSPM for the discrete world:
1. The coupling control embedded in τ k will define a potential energyφ k :=φ(x k −ȳ k ) ≥ 0, whereȳ k is the modulation of the raw set-position signal y k via the PSPM (see below);
The integrator L is discrete-time passive s.t.: for all
where κ k ≥ 0 is a certain kinetic energy of L (not necessarily unique as for (1)
is a certain positive-definite and symmetric discrete damping from τ k similar to B in (2), andv k is a certain function of (v1, ..., v k , v k+1 ) such as the usually choicev k = v k , or v k = (v k+1 + v k )/2 that exhibits more energetically natural behavior thanv k = v k as stated below (also, see [4] ).
Here, the key property required for the integrator L is the discrete-time passivity (13) , without which the PSPM alone will not be able to enforce two-port passivity of the closed-loop haptic system. This is because, if not, even if the PSPM regulates energy generated by the control τ k , the open-loop virtual mass L can still keep generating infinite amount of energy by itself Of course, it is well-known from [5] that there does not exist any discrete integrator, which is explicit (i.e. (x k+1 , v k+1 ) solely depend on (x k , v k , τ k , f k ), thus can be simulated fast) and also discrete-time passive with the supply rate f T k v k T k . Yet, the work [5] does not rule out the possibility of 1) non-iterative discretetime passive integrators, where the non-iterativeness implies that (x k+1 , v k+1 ) may still be solved without any iterations, although not explicit, thus, may still be simulated fast; and/or 2) explicit passive integrators with supply rate different than f T k v k T k , which, although used/aimed for widely, seems not so energetically-natural (e.g. with v k , x k = 0 and τ k + f k = 0, the system starts moving, yet, energy inflow measured by f
In fact, in [4] , it is shown that there indeed exists a class of discrete-passive non-iterative linear mechanical integrators Ldp, which, for our purpose here, can be written as:
where M2 ∈ n×n is a symmetric/positive-definite mass matrix, f k ∈ n is the interaction force with the virtual environment, and τ k ∈ n embeds the coupling control similar to (2) s.t.
where B2, K2 ∈ n×n are symmetric and positive-definite damping and spring matrices, andȳ k is the modulated version of y k computed at the onset of the T k using the PSPM (se below for the justification for this). Then, it is not difficult to show that this integrator satisfies the discrete-time passivity (13) 
Here, note that the choicev k = (v k+1 + v k )/2 does not have the unrealistic energetic behaviour ofv k = v k as stated above (i.e. move with no energy inflow). Note also that this Ldp and the above τ k can be solved together non-iteratively (e.g. rewrite/solve w.r.t. v k+1 and use the kinematic equation to get x k+1 ). Now, let us add (13) for To, T1, ..., Tn. Then, similar to (5), we can show that: for any n ≥ 0,
where Vn+1 := κn+1 +φ − n+1 with Vo := κo +φo,
T k is the damping dissipation during T k , and
time discrete variables T i-1 Figure 3 : Data update in discrete numerical integration that is, the spring energy jumping at the onset of T k similar to (11) . This shows that the energetics of the discrete virtual mass integrator Ldp is essentially same as that of the continuous haptic device (e.g. (5), (11)). Therefore, the same PSPM in Algo. 1 can be used here for the discrete virtual mass Ldp, that is, at the beginning of each integration step
Here, we can obtain the exact value of
, thus, by using it, the energy re-harvesting will not have any energy-leak. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that the (continuous) haptic device (1) with the coupling control (2) and the (discrete) virtual mass L (12) satisfying the above properties are connected with each other via their individual PSPM. Assume no duplicated data receptions between the haptic device and the virtual mass. Then, the closed-loop haptic system is two-port hybrid passive:
∀T ≥ 0, T 0 f T 1ẋ dt + n 2 −1 k=0 f T kvk T k ≥ −d 2 where n2 is s.t. Tn 2 −1 ∈ [0, T ) but Tn 2 / ∈ [0, T ),
||x(t) − y(k)||
2 K , and using (6), (10) , and (9), we can show that, for all T ≥ 0,
is the energy re-harvesting error, ΔEx(k) is the energy shuffling term from the virtual environment, and the last line is due to the PSPM algorithm, that is, from (9)
Similarly, for the virtual mass, from (14), we can show that: for any T ≥ 0, there exists n2 ≥ 0 s.t.
where Vn 2 +1 := κn 2 +1 +φ − n 2 +1 with Vo := κo +φo, and the last line is from the PSPM (9) with ΔE y k , ΔE x k being the energy shuffling terms to and from the virtual world. Here, with an abuse of notation, by Tn 2 −1 ∈ [0, T ), we mean the integration-step Tn 2 −1 happens within the real-world time-interval [0, T ).
Then, summing up this inequality with (15) and using the no data-duplication assumption:
ΔEy(k)
we have: for any T ≥ 0 and its corresponding n ≥ 0 and n2 ≥ 0 as defined above,
which proves the two-port hybrid passivity of the closed-loop haptic system with
Note here that, for better performance, we need E(k) > 0 and E k ≥ 0 for all k ≥ 0. This means the energy reservoir does not deplete energy (while still enforcing passivity), thus, we can havē y(k) = y(k) andȳ k = y k . Of course, if the human or the virtual environment surrounding the virtual mass behave as strongly dissipating systems (e.g. huge damping), E(k), E k may deplete, and, eventually, the performance will deteriorate. This is natural here, since it is how any passive system is supposed to work: restricts performance to enforce passivity.
It would be worthwhile to make a few final comments on the PSPM-based framework proposed here. First, since the PSPM only requires the incoming sequence y(k), y k to be discrete, it can enforce two-port passivity, even if information transmission/update between the haptic device and the virtual world is slow, of variablerate, asynchronous, and/or suffers from delay, loss, or even timeswapping (e.g. Internet). This also means that any discrete intermediate data processing (e.g. predictor, estimator, smoothing filter, etc) can be inserted between the data-reception port and the PSPM module while enforcing passivity, since, in this case, the PSPM will still accept discrete sequence as its input. See Sec. 4 for the deployment of such a smoothing filter.
Our framework here guarantees, essentially (to the extent of energy shuffling), individual passivity of the virtual world and the haptic device, thereby, allowing us to design/tune the continuous haptic device servo-loop and the discrete virtual world separately, without some parameters of one world bound to those of the other (e.g. minimum mass requirement [5] -see Sec. 4). Finally, our framework is local and decentralizable, i.e. its implementation/tuning can be done without any consulting between the haptic device and the virtual world. This property may be useful for some applications demanding scalability (e.g. multi-user networked haptic interaction on directed Internet graph).
EXPERIMENTS
For the experiment, we use a Phantom Omni as the haptic device with 1ms servo-rate. We also use the discrete-passive non-iterative integrator Ldp in Sec. 3 for the virtual environment, with its integration step T k randomly varying -see Fig. 4 . At each onset of T k , Ldp gets the Phantom position, while at each end of T k , the Phantom gets the virtual proxy position. For the PSPM, we use: for the device side, (B, K) = (0.01Ns/m, 100N/m); and for the virtual environment, (B2, K2) = (14Ns/m, 500N/m). Here, note that B for the device is small, thus, the device response will not be sluggish. For the haptic device side, the PSPM runs at 5ms rate, which, we believe, is reasonably slow for the assumption in Sec. 2 that the haptic device and τ (t) are continuous to hold. On the other hand, for the virtual world, PSPM is invoked at the onset of each T k . Here, we set K2 = 5K to five-times scale down the virtual force for the human user. The virtual mass is 0.02kg, and makes contact with a virtual wall with Kw = 30kN/m and Bw = 100Ns/m. For this, we use the (non-iterative) passive virtual-wall rendering algorithm of [4] , so that, with passive humans, the two-port hybrid passivity of Th. 1 can imply stable interaction of the closed-loop haptic system. We use a single PC with 3.0GHz Dual Core CPU and 4GB RAM to run all the required numerical algorithms, simple 3D OpenGL graphics, and servo-loop for the haptic device.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 (master = haptic device; slave = virtual mass), where, even if the information update between the haptic device and the virtual environment is slow, of variable-rate, and asynchronous, the virtual wall contact is stable, and force and position coordination are achieved, where human force is five-time scaled to reflect K2 = 5K. Here, the decrease of E k of the virtual world is because the virtual wall takes energy from the virtual mass. Interestingly, even if this E k completely depletes, the virtual mass will stuck (withȳ k+1 =ȳ k ), thereby, human will still be able to perceive the virtual wall with the same stiffness (i.e. K of the device-side PSPM). In contrast, due to the energy input by the human, the device E(k) does not deplete energy. We also perform an experiment with 5ms-running smoothing filter inserted before the PSPM of the haptic device to smooth out the slow data update from the virtual world (i.e. 30ms). This, as stated in Sec. 3, still enforce passivity. The results are shown in Fig. 6 , where we achieve smoother response than that of Fig. 5 (e.g. noisy -yet, perceptibly not significant -forces before/after the contact in Fig. 5 disappear) .
Here, perhaps, the most interesting aspect of our framework is that the parameters of the virtual world (e.g. virtual mass, virtual wall stiffness/damping, integration-steps) can be chosen independently from the continuous haptic device (e.g. device servorate/damping). For instance, we can set the virtual mass (or virtual wall spring, resp.) arbitrary small (or large, resp.) without being restricted by the device damping/sampling-rate (e.g. [5, 6] ). In fact, here, roughly-computed minimum mass according to [5] is 0.2kg, yet, we can use much smaller virtual mass 0.02kg, which provides much sharper force (or position, resp.) coordination during the contact (or in free-space, resp.). See [4] , where even smaller virtual mass 0.001kg is used. This separation between the device servoloop and the virtual world, which was originally envisioned in [3] , can be achieved here, because our framework, relying on the PSPM and the discrete-passive integrators, enforces two-port hybrid passivity of the closed-loop haptic device, essentially individually for the device side and virtual environment (only to the extent of energy shuffling). Also, note that, even with such a minimum mass, it is not clear the virtual coupling will enforce passivity here, since its theoretical guarantee requires uniform data update.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel framework, which, by relying on our recently proposed passive set-position modulation and discretetime non-iterative integrators, enables us to achieve passivityenforcing haptic interaction, for the case where the information update from the virtual world is slow w.r.t. the servo-rate of the haptic device, and the information update between the device and the virtual world is of variable rate and/or asynchronous. This scenario may occur when 1) complexity of the virtual world simulation is high as well as time-varying (e.g. large-scale deformable object with varying multi-point contact zone); and/or 2) the haptic device and the virtual world are connected over the Internet (e.g. haptic interaction with a virtual world on a remote computer). Experiments are also performed to validate the theory.
The framework proposed in this paper seems to have many possible directions for further research, and among them, we think the followings are particularly interesting. First, we will explore possibility of performance improvement by using intermediate data processing (e.g. model-based data prediction, probabilistic reconstruction), which, as stated in Sec. 3, the PSPM allows us to incorporate while enforcing passivity. We will also utilize the PSPM's locality/decentralizability for applications demanding scalability (e.g. multi-user networked haptic interaction on directed Internet graph). Lastly, we have investigated how to extend the proposed framework for the case that the information update from the virtual environment is not necessarily slow w.r.t. the device's servo-rate, and will report in a future publication. 
